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675 Extra Ergolift FX

FEATURES

The range of Me.Ber. powered stair-chairs expands with the new Extra Ergolift FX. Thanks to the great success of the folding model Ergolift, FX
borns to grant the same high performances, but with a fixed frame, especially designed to fulfill the needs of daily transportations services or
as a dedicated device in both medical and non medical facilities.
The powered chair is designed for covering the needs of modern all-round service, and it's suitable for transport on vans and ambulances.
Ideal for recovering and relocating patients without efforts.

Unique features:
- wireless control panel
- telescopic handle bar
- supplied with thoracic abdominal belt
- long and high gripping tracks
- 4 dedicated points for restraint systems
- 200 mm rear wheels
- high capacity battery
- high comfort

Extra Ergolift loads up to 230 kg and can be used under rain or adverse weather conditions.

Weight 44,8 kg.

28V battery
Autonomy: 18 ramps by 20 steps with a load of 130 kg
Charging time: max 1 hour
 
MDD 93/42/EEC - Class I Medical Device EN 1789 Certified

 

https://www.meber.it


 
 

 
 

 
 

MAIN FEATURES

 

Length (cm) 84
Max length (cm) 150

Width (cm) 55
Height (cm) 140
Weight (kg) 44,8

Loading capacity (kg) 230

Cardio
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SEE ALSO

 

Extra Ergolift 671
Powered stair chair

Extra 670/BR
Track assisted stair chair with arms

679
Narrow foldable sedan chair

 



 
 

ACCESSORIES

 

12090
Battery charger MILWAUKEE M28C
for rechargeable battery M28 RED

Extra Ergolift chair

12092
Battery MILWAUKEE M28 RED 5,0

Ampere for Extra Ergolift chair
12118

Mattress for Extra and Ergolift
chairs' transformation kit into fixed

chairs

988
Integrated control fastening

system for Extra Ergolift FX and
Proxima Pro chairs (optional)

566
Black bag with 3 belts in 2 pieces

made of black ribbon with orange
MeBer logo for Extra chairs

610
Thoracic-abdominal belt with four

fastening for padded chair
171J

Removable left lever with
ergonomic handle for Extra chairs.

172J
Removable right lever with

ergonomic handle for Extra chairs

670-004
Castor with brake diam. 200 mm

for Extra chair

     



STANDARD ACCESSORIES

 

12090
Battery charger MILWAUKEE M28C
for rechargeable battery M28 RED

Extra Ergolift chair

12092
Battery MILWAUKEE M28 RED 5,0

Ampere for Extra Ergolift chair

566
Black bag with 3 belts in 2 pieces

made of black ribbon with orange
MeBer logo for Extra chairs

12118
Mattress for Extra and Ergolift

chairs' transformation kit into fixed
chairs

610
Thoracic-abdominal belt with four

fastening for padded chair

     


